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See me, feel my breath cloud your window
Raindrops peel the dust from my skin
Hear me call your name through the damp pane
Wind blows, but the end won't begin

Eyes glow and pretend not to notice, a
Hearth burns but your tea has gone cold
Lies flow and an anvil lies waiting
Sorrows and a soul have been sold

One step further: one step too far
Won't step further, stay where you are

One eye sheds a tear in the night's shade
But I turn around and forget
To watch for it hitting the pavement
My fate lies no more tears ahead

Leave me, let me run from this place and, hey there,
Keep your distance, your's no disgrace, but stay there
Sleep your slumber in your dream maze, your saviour
Left his transfixed pose and repays now fate's stare

One step further: onestep too far
Won't step further, stay where you are
One step further is where we are

Close the door and switch on the light, believe me
I am gonna go on a ride to take me

One step further: onestep too far 
Won't step further, stay where you are
One step further is where we

Unseen fetters clink to the ground, a weight falls
Now I'm searching for what I found, the road calls
Leave behind me sloth and despair, the sky grows
Sunrise hits my feet at the ground, still wind blows

One step further: onestep too far
Won't step further, stay where you are
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One step further is where we are

Once we lived our life in a song
There was a time when we knew what was wrong
We were young and true in our heart
But there's a fork where we all have to part,
Launch a new start

Our cause, your cause, we shared a dream 
But our commom feelings burst at the seams
Felt the time begin dragging by
Towering Tension grew to crack the sky

Stay where you are, our choice
One step too far, your voice
Drowns in the stars, my friends
We're heading past the end

We found a place where we do belong
Took a step, moved out of the throng
Left behind what we had to pass,
All was fine as long as it did last, but

Stay where you are, our choice
One step too far, your voice
Drowns in the stars, my friends
We're heading past the end 

Touch me, hold me, put your hand in mine
Help me to forget
Feel me, keep me safe at your shoulder
Rock me to sweet dreams

Stay where you are, our choice
One step too far, your voice
Drowns in the stars, my friends
We're heading past the end
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